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INGRAM PUBLISHER SERVICES US, United States, 1999. Paperback. Condition: New. Revised ed..
Language: English . Brand New Book. If a single life exemplifies the inner drive that fires a great
inventor, it is the life of Edwin Land. The major innovations that he was able to achieve in
photography, optics, industry, and science policy carry priceless lessons for readers today.Insisting
on the Impossible is the first full-scale biography of this Magellan of modern technology. Victor
McElheny reveals the startling scope and dating spirit of Land s scientific and entrepreneurial
genius. Second only to Edison in the number of patents he received (535), Land build a modest
enterprise into a gigantic invention factory, turning out not only polarizers and the first instant
cameras, but also high-speed and X-ray film, identification systems, 3-D and instant movies, and
military devices for night vision and aerial reconnaissance. As a scientist, Land developed a new
theory of colour vision as a science advisor to Eisenhower during the Cold War he spearheaded the
development of the U-2 spyplane and helped design NASA.Behind these protean achievements was
a relentless curiosity, a magical public presence, and a willful optimism that drew him again and
again to conquer the...
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Great electronic book and valuable one. It really is simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent from the book. Its been printed in an extremely simple
way in fact it is merely right after i finished reading this publication by which in fact modified me, change the way i really believe.
-- Dr. Bethany Lindgren-- Dr. Bethany Lindgren

A whole new eBook with a brand new perspective. it was actually writtern quite completely and useful. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
recommended this ebook to discover.
-- Dr. Wyatt Morissette-- Dr. Wyatt Morissette
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